PLUG-AND-PLAY DATA ACQUISITION USING A PC

Delphin Expert Key Devices for Temperature Measurement and More

Recording measurement data using a PC requires solutions that are quick and easy to use. This in turn requires data acquisition systems with extremely high resolution, potential isolation, and reliability. To meet users’ needs, Delphin Expert Key devices have all these features and are also equipped with USB and LAN interfaces. For flexible monitoring, users can connect any type of sensor to the universal inputs. Meanwhile data sampling rates can be individually set to a hi-res maximum of 100kHz, which collects data quickly enough for the vast majority of applications.

Expert Key devices are also supplied with Delphin ProfiSignal Go software to enable laboratory process monitoring and product test applications. ProfiSignal Go gives users a quick way to maintain an overview of all their measurement tasks. This intuitive software also allows users to portray and evaluate measurement data, both in online and offline trends.

PC Data Acquisition features:

- Universal analog inputs suitable for any type of sensor (e.g. mA, mV, RTD), including Thermocouples, Incremental encoders, Counters.
- ProfiSignal Go analysis software and ASCII export for fast evaluation of data
- PC connection via USB, or networked via LAN
- High-speed acquisition of up to 100k Samples/second

The Expert Key can also acquire pulse measurements (via counter input) and frequency measurements (via its digital inputs). With this versatility, users can also measure flow, the rotation speed of a part, etc.
Compact & Complete

The Delphin Expert Key is a universal and easily-deployable data acquisition system for permanent or mobile systems, for example when connected to a laptop PC. Featuring a wide range of analog and digital I/Os and plug-in terminals, Expert Key devices monitor measurement data and also automate experiment and test stand installations. These compact devices are supplied as complete systems with professional ProfiSignal Go software for online or offline monitoring and analysis of measurement data.

The Expert Key is available in two models for Laboratory (L) and Industry (C). Users can also choose from the 100 and 200 series loggers:

- **100 series**: 14 analog inputs, 2 analog outputs, 8 digital inputs, 2 counter inputs, 4 digital outputs, 4 PWM outputs
- **200 series**: 28 analog inputs, 2 analog outputs, 1 digital input, 1 counter input, 1 digital output, 1 PWM output

Both models feature a 100kHz sample rate and USB/Ethernet interfaces. These enable measurement data to be acquired locally at a PC or transmitted from a test stand via a company LAN. The Expert Key is also suitable for permanent installations using cabinet systems.

Professional Measurement Software

Expert Key devices include Delphin ProfiSignal Go configuration software as standard. This easy-to-use software enables you to analyze and export data online and offline. ProfiSignal Go also supports an unlimited number of channels, so users have no limit on the scope of their applications!

Additionally, with ProfiSignal Viewer, you can analyze offline saved *.hds (projects) and *.drp (reports) files, evaluate them, and export the data from offline trends into *.csv / ASCII files.

For more information on Delphin Expert Key devices, or to find the ideal solution for your application-specific needs, contact a CAS Data Logger Applications Specialist at (800) 956-4437 or visit our website at www.DataLoggerInc.com.